
Policy for:   Bum's Rush Lookout
Prepared By:   Planning
Date:    March 19, 2016

The Problem: 

We would be much safer if we extended our security ring out and away from our front 
gate.  

One method being considered is to install a Wide Area WIFI system of cameras a half mile 
around the farm for early warning of intruders.  Cost: $2,500.  This system will only warn us.

How can we actively move intruders away from our gate to insure non-detection of the farm?

Can we reduce the cost  from $2,500 to $300?

Assumptions:

*  Our overall strategy is to remain undetected and avoid a battle.

*  99.9 percent of intruders will enter through our driveway.

*  Hwy 87 cannot be blocked off.  People will pass by our driveway.

*  We do not have $2,500 for WIFI cameras.

*  Our gate guards are too far back from the road to see intruders on the highway.

*  Intruders will come through on highway 87 both on foot or in vehicles.

*  We will have two types of intruders:  One or two persons that the gate guards can easily 
handle, and the other being a large armed force, probably a part of a larger group of looters.

*  Approaching daily gunfire will signal us that a larger group of looters is heading our way.

*  If we kill a larger group their buddies will search for them and know that a well armed group 
is in the area with lots of supplies.  We will then have to decide if we should bug out of the 
farm.

         Plan:  

Immediately inventory all materials to install a dug-in observation post and materials to be 
used to chase looters out of the neighborhood.  Cost:  $300.

Construction Date:  After activation, use the tractor to cut in a slip trench on the embankment
on the East side of Hwy 87, across the street from our driveway.

Description:   The post will be behind bushes, covered with a camouflaged roof and have a 
“V” formation of concealed railroad ties in front of it.

Manned:  Manned by one guard; only when organized looters are in the area.

Primary Purpose:  Warn gate guards of approaching persons.
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Secondary Purpose:  Chase large groups of strangers out of the neighborhood; distract them 
from seeing our driveway; deter them from returning.

Deterrence Methods:  As parties move on Hwy 87, remotely fire shotgun alarms behind them
and on the East side of the road.  At night time, also blink tree top installed high beam 
truck lights situated on the East side of the highway across the street from our driveway. 
The lights will point North and South down the highway.  The shotgun blasts and light 
blinking will blind them momentarily, cause them to look behind and to the East, give 
the impression that shooters are all along the highway, and move them out of the 
neighborhood.

Baton Rouge:  Red poles will be installed along the East side of the highway along with two 
signs warning of a defensively controlled neighborhood.

Decoy:  The mobile home across the street from our driveway will be made to appear to be 
causing the lights to blink, thus being the focal point.

Intruder Bodies:  If an organized group of intruders is killed, their bodies can be placed in 
front of the mobile home and left there.  The home then can be made to appear that the 
killers have abandoned it after the battle.

Duty Hours:  There will be (3) Four hour night shifts and (1) Twelve hour day shift.  Thus all 
shift changes will be done in the dark.

Support:  If the look-out is fired upon, the gate guards can rush forward and fire a few rounds 
driving off attackers. 

Clean-up.  If the order is given to kill intruders, the look-out can snipe anyone escaping to the 
highway.

Friendly Fire:   The observation post appears to be in the line of fire from friendly fire upon 
first glance, but is actually not.  It is about seven feet above the line of fire, and because 
of the angle of fire from the gate walls, bullets will not go straight ahead to the post. 
Besides, the guard will have his head down.

Overflow Members:  If we support Overflow Redoubt Members in a house on the highway, 
they can man the observation post for us to guard their own house.

Cost:    $300    

Pros:

In our budget range.

Protects the farm without confrontation.

Does not require a specialized technician.
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Cons:

           Places a guard outside of our compound.

          We will encroach on another's property, but at the same time, we will be protecting most of the  
neighborhood in the process.

    Inventory Needed:                  
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